
Commission 11/11/13:
Alyssa Bickoff- UTC Coordinator
Bethany Greenbaum- UTC Director of Communications
Helena Raffel-HTG
Julie Bauer-HTG
Sarah Brodsky-HTG
Erica Haas-BET
Melanie Pollock-BET
Chris Knight-BK
Karen -BK
Jason Haberman-Tymp
Noah Suchoff-Tymp
Jessica Pizzuti-Players
Dave Benger-Players
Zach Marlin-Players

Sweatshirts and posters for next semester
! bring designs to first commission
! maria can order everything in advance
! bk can’t do that because show name is picked later in semester
! HTG gets publicity funding from Hillel
! ordering early is good idea, commission enforced deadline is beneficial
! need time to get the cast opinion/preferences
! set up an account with a company to order a certain amount in the season
! most important to have design deadline as early as possible

Date selection
! Nov 25th
! Bk wants april timeslot
! Alyssa will send out possible dates
! tymp has theater for Brandeis cares

Voting on constitution
! Dec 9th

Banquet
! start thinking about
! who is interested in being on the committee
! very efficient if its juniors on commission spearheading it with other juniors
! kosher option instead of all kosher food?
! ! really nice to be able to tell people who keep kosher they can eat anything
! ! can get good quality of kosher food
! ! what if options are identical?
! ! okay to skimp on centerpieces so that you can spend more money on food
! ! more creative options, but all-kosher is generally preferred.



bk cleaned out prop closet, took many hours.
! has a list of all props, makes easier to lend out props
! found two huge mirrors, does utc want them?
!

Check in
! bet: quickies needs more directors
! htg: happy place, three director applications, interviews this week. sweatshirts on 
the way. in no-conflict week. ton of interest in hairspray
! players: show was great. most of a production team for 1984. mostly freshmen 
with lots of execs.
! tymp: in tech right now. focusing and painting. have two director application so 
far. will have a director and be talking prod staff people
! bk: sketches for fall show. getting troupes to perform with them. so far yale and 
skidmore. 


